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Abstract—We are witnessing a considerable amount of research work related to data center and cloud infrastructures
but evaluations are often limited to small-scale scenarios as very
few researchers have access to a real infrastructure to confront
their ideas to reality. In this demo we will reveal our experiment
automation tool, DiG (Data centers in the Grid), which explicitly
allocates physical resources in grids to emulate data center and
cloud networks. DiG allows one to utilize grid infrastructures
to evaluate research ideas pertaining to data centers and cloud
environments at massive scale and with real traffic workload.
We have automated the procedure of building target network
topologies while respecting available physical resources in the
grid against the demand of links and hosts in the experiment. We
will present a showcase where DiG automatically builds a large
data center topology composed of hundreds of servers executing
various Hadoop intensive workloads.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Most SDN experiments having data center and cloud scenarios are performed with traffic traces using emulators (e.g.,
Mininet [1], Maxinet [2]) or simulators (e.g. ns-3 [3]) due to
restricted access to real production environments of companies
like Amazon, Google, or Facebook. Therefore, experiment
results may be biased or noisy due to modeling techniques
of simulators or unaccounted and excessive usage of physical
resources in case of emulation.
Many tools exist like Mininet [1] and Maxinet [2] for
running SDN experimentations. Among them, Maxinet is the
closest to our work. However, it targets scalable emulation
to create SDN enabled data center environments and relies
on synthetic traffic generation models. Maxinet is built using
Mininet, which has the capability to run real world applications
to generate traffic. However, at the scale of hundreds of
hosts, running such applications on emulated hosts consume
computing resources and hinders emulation’s scaling capability
of network experiments. Neither Maxinet nor Mininet provides
guarantee on allocation of computing power (i.e., CPU cores)
for emulated hosts to scale the entire experiment with a
minimum amount of physical resources.
In this work, we aim (1) to create data center topologies
while respecting computing and network resource constraints
and (2) to run real world data center applications on top of
it. Since very few researchers have access to production data
center environments and the majority of them has access to
grid computing environments like Grid5000 [4], the primary
goal of our system is to build test environments for SDN
enabled data center and cloud networks in grid physical
infrastructures. With DiG (Data centers in the Grid) we can
build overlay experimental networks by explicitly allocating
available physical resources, like CPU and link capacity, to the

requirements of experimental network topologies, allowing to
run real world data center applications on top of a grid with
performance guarantees.
II.

S YSTEM D ESCRIPTION

A. Overlay Experimental Network with Resource Guarantee
The DiG system is able to create experimental networks
that carry real traffic between nodes running protocol stacks
as in real world data center networks. To achieve this, DiG
implements a layer 2 overlay network on a grid infrastructure.
Having a layer 2 overlay network as an experimental network
provides a bare-metal network environment to the SDN controllers and switches.
DiG instantiates data center servers and switches by running virtual machines (VMs) and OpenFlow enabled switches
on grid nodes. While creating an overlay network, it is important to take into account the available computing power of
the grid nodes and the physical link capacity between each
pair of grid nodes. In most of the cases, the physical network
connectivity along with the computing power of the grid nodes
are known by the experimenters.
B. DiG Technical Description
DiG maps the experimental network on a physical grid
network while satisfying the computing power requirements of
all the nodes in the experimental network and not exceeding
the computing capacity of grid nodes. Similarly, layer 2 overlay
links are mapped by satisfying the demand of all the links in
experimental topology while not overloading physical links.
So, the problem is reduced to the resolution of a Virtual
Network Embedding (VNE) [5] problem with constraints on
nodes computing power and links capacity.
DiG runs in three phases to implement experimental networks on grid infrastructures. Each phase generates an output
in the form of text files and these files are used in the next
phase as an input. This makes the system more flexible and
facilitates modifications and integration of different phases
implementations. The names of the three phases are Experimental Network Embedding, Configuration Generation, and
Deployment. Note that each phase can be run in an independent
way with appropriate input files, without the need of executing
other phases.
1) Experimental Network Embedding: DiG solves a VNE
problem using the ALEVIN [6] framework, which is used
to generate the mapping between the experimental network
and the grid physical infrastructure. ALEVIN is fed with the

3) Deployment of Experimental Network: The last phase
consists of the deployment of the experimental network using
configuration files on the physical machines. DiG instantiates
the virtual hosts in the experimental network on grid nodes,
creates OpenFlow [8] switches interconnected with L2TPv3
tunnels and controls the link bandwidth according to the
requirements of the experimental network to emulate. It is
also responsible to launch applications on virtual hosts of the
experimental network. The Linux Traffic Control utility (tc) is
used to control the bandwidth at the tunnel interfaces according
to the links capacity requirements of the experimental network.
C. Management Network

Fig. 1.

DiG Module interaction

As mentioned above, the deployment phase launches applications in virtual hosts. DiG uses a designated node called
Manager node in the grid infrastructure to launch the deployment phase in a centralized way. All the communications
required for deployment purpose and management of experimental network are carried out on a dedicated management
network isolated by experimental networks, as depicted in
Fig. 2.

experimental and grid networks described in DOT language [7]
in a text file. The experimental network is annotated with
CPU cores requests for nodes, link capacity requests and
other application-specific attributes like Hadoop node type
for automation usage. The grid network is annotated with
CPU core capacity for grid nodes, link bandwidth capacity
for physical links and IP addresses for automation purpose.
ALEVIN uses CPU cores and link bandwidth attributes for
both experimental and grid networks and it generates a node
mapping file as shown in Fig. 1. The node mapping file is a
text file that identifies the set of experimental network nodes
mapped on each physical node.
2) Configuration Generator for Experimental Network:
The Configuration Generator phase takes as input the mappings
generated from the Experimental Network Embedding phase
along with the descriptions of the experimental and grid
networks in DOT format. However, the mapping file can be
generated by any means, and not necessarily with the technique
presented in Sec. II-B1. This allows (1) running different
tools and algorithms for the network embedding step and
(2) relaxing the strong dependency on the performance of
embedding algorithms.
The Configuration Generator phase prepares the configuration files for each physical host based on the mapping.
It contains the meta-data to instantiate the mapped part of
the experimental network on physical hosts. The meta-data
contains the appropriate commands and the parameters to
instantiate the virtual machines and to map the virtual hosts to
the physical nodes. It also contains the necessary information
(e.g., source-destination UDP port numbers, IPs of grid nodes,
tunnel unique IDs etc.) to create layer 2 tunneling protocol (i.e.,
L2TPv3) endpoints and links capacity information satisfying
the experimental network bandwidth demand based on the
mapping. Along with the experimental network configuration
files, this phase generates files to bring up basic network utility
(e.g., assigning IP to experimental network interface, routing
etc.) in the hosts.

Fig. 2.

Experimental Overlay Network with Management Network

Each virtual host in the experimental network includes
a management network interface. A management bridge is
created on all the grid nodes including the manager node, as
shown in Fig. 2. The virtual hosts of the experimental network
running on a grid node are connected to the management
bridge on the grid node through their management interface.
The management bridge on each grid node is connected to the
management bridge on the manager node. The Deployment
tool is executed on the manager node; it uses the management
network to dispatch the commands to launch applications on
different VMs in the experimental network. This approach
prevents any possible management traffic interfering in the
experimental network that could distort experimental results.
III.

S HOWCASE

The primary goal of DiG is to create experimental network
environments with resource guarantee to imitate real world
SDN-based data center and ISP topologies with high level of
realism. Such network environments can be used for instance
to test and evaluate performance of SDN controllers or routing
algorithms with different real time traffic or topologies.

In this demo, we will showcase how to automatically emulate an OpenFlow data center composed of hundreds of servers
in Grid5000. The second phase of the demonstration will
deploy and run Hadoop benchmark programs. Hadoop is used
in many real world data centers and many benchmark suites
exist (e.g., HiBench [9]). Interestingly, Hadoop MapReduce
applications generate a substantial amount of traffic during
the data shuffling phase and particularly the TestDFSIO and
TeraSort are MapReduce benchmark applications. Hence, they
can be a primary choice for data-center workload generation
to demonstrate the effectiveness of DiG.
IV.
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E XPERIMENTAL REQUIREMENT

Stable high speed Internet connection without blocking SSH traffic.
Power supply plug.
Large monitor for better visuals (to be provided,
possibly by the organizers).
V.
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C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we present the DiG tool to create easily SDN
data center and ISP networks on a Grid infrastructure. DiG
runs network embedding algorithms to emulate data center
infrastructures in a Grid with performance guarantees. DiG
automatically creates L2 overlay experimental networks and
hosts based on the output of the embedding algorithms and can
launch any off-the-shelf application on the experimental hosts
to generate workload on the data center to evaluate. We demonstrate DiG by automatically running Hadoop benchmarks in an
emulated data center of hundreds of nodes. DiG is available
to the community at URL http://team.inria.fr/diana/software/.
In the future we plan to use DiG to study SDN controller performance as carried out in [10] but with real applications and traffic. Similarly, DISCO [11], ElastiCon [12],
Hedera [13], DIFANE [14], DevoFlow [15], Kandoo [16],
Onix [17] or Beehive [18] could be tested and evaluated on
the DiG system with real network conditions and traffic.
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